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The inverse fundamental operator marching method IFOMM is suggested to solve Cauchy
problems associated with the Helmholtz equation in stratified waveguides. It is observed that
the method for large-scale Cauchy problems is computationally eﬃcient, highly accurate, and
stable with respect to the noise in the data for the propagating part of a starting field. In further,
the application scope of the IFOMM is discussed through providing an error estimation for the
method. The estimation indicates that the IFOMM particularly suits to compute wave propagation
in long-range and slowly varying stratified waveguides.

1. Introduction
In many engineering applications, eﬃcient mathematical methods are often required for
the computing of propagation phenomena and transitions in complex systems. Recently,
many interesting works on this issue are proposed to improve eﬃciencies in many diﬀerent
scientific areas, for example, the wavelet-related method for the integrodiﬀerential and
integral equations 1, 2, the exact solution of impulse response to a class of fractional
oscillators 3, the representation of a stochastic bound in stochastic modeling 4, the
mathematical transform of traveling-wave equations 5 and the dynamics generated by
coherent functions 6, the numerical transform for the Helmholtz equation 7. As one of
propagation phenomena and transitions, wave propagation problems associated with the
Helmholtz equation are very common and important in many areas, for example, ocean
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acoustics, wave propagation and scattering, and electromagnetic field. Many works have
been done to improve the computing eﬃciency in this area.
Some mathematical problems with their boundary conditions not completely known
due to some technical diﬃculties often happen in many scientific and engineering areas
described by the Helmholtz equation, such as ocean acoustics, wave propagation and
scattering, and electromagnetic field. With the assistance of additionally supplied data, to
determine the boundary conditions on the inaccessible part of the boundary or the source
condition constitutes the inverse boundary value problem or the Cauchy problem, which is
ill posed in the sense that small perturbations in the data may result in an enormous deviation
in the solution. Here, the purpose of this study is to improve the eﬃciency for the computing
of the Cauchy problems.
Some numerical methods for medium-scale problems have been proposed for the
Cauchy problem 7–22. However they are not practical for large-scale wave propagation
problems, for example, wave propagation in optics and ocean acoustics 23. Large-scale
wave propagation problems in acoustics, electromagnetism, seismic migration, and other
applications often require solving the Helmholtz equation in a very large-scale domain with
curved interfaces or boundaries. For example, waves are allowed to travel large distances
in the horizontal direction in ocean acoustics. For large-scale wave propagation problems,
indirect methods, for example, parabolic equation PE method 24–26, are widely used,
since direct methods like finite element method FEM result in very large indefinite linear
systems which are hard to be solved. The PE method gives useful approximations to the
outgoing component of the wave-field in the case of weak range dependence. However,
its accuracy in weakly range-dependent waveguides over large range distances has not
been rigorously established 27. Then, the exact one-way reformulation method 28, 29
which reformulates the Helmholtz equation in terms of the DtN Dirichlet-to-Neumann
map Q and the fundamental solution operator Y is proposed to solve the wave propagation
problem exactly. When the range length scale is much larger than the transverse length
scale of the waveguide, such exact reformulation is useful, and numerical methods based
on this reformulation feature range-independent memory requirements and linear scaling of
computing time.
Based on the exact one-way reformulation, the “inverse fundamental operator
marching method” IFOMM 23 is developed to reconstruct the propagating parts of
incident waves exactly from the received waves in one-layered medium waveguides with
curved bottom. While, in many practical applications, the computed waveguides are often
multilayered and composed by diﬀerent mediums with varied densities, and, thus, this study
tries to solve the Cauchy problems associated with the Helmholtz equation in multilayered
waveguides. Firstly, whether the IFOMM is applicable in multilayered waveguides is
the primary question need to be answered. As numerical examples demonstrate, the
illnesses caused by the discontinuities between diﬀerent layers, such as the density and
the wavenumber, can also be remedied by the IFOMM successfully and the linear systems
arising in the marching process can be treated by the truncated singular value decomposition.
Secondly, an error estimation for the numerical marching scheme is provided to discuss the
proper scope of the IFOMM’s application. The IFOMM is important for inverse problems
in many applications in stratified waveguides, for example, source localization and remote
sensing in ocean acoustics 30. For instance, the location of a point source can be determined
from the reconstructed propagating part of the incident field.
This paper is arranged as follows. The basic mathematical formulations are described
in Section 2. In Section 3, we reorganize the inverse operator marching scheme firstly,
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then give the error estimation for the IFOMM and discuss its application scope; interface
conditions and matrix approximation are briefly introduced in the end of this section.
Section 4 presents some numerical results obtained by IFOMM. We conclude our work with
some discussions in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Formulation
Consider the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation in a typical ocean and seabed environment with two curved interfaces
uxx  uzz  κ2 x, zu

2.1

− ∞ < x < ∞, 0 < z < D1 ,

0

where the first layer with density ρ1 is located in 0 < z < h1 x, the second layer with density
ρ2 is located in h1 x < z < h2 x, the third layer with density ρ3 is located in h2 x < z < D1 ;
h2 x, with D1 > 1, L  D1  1/k,
the interfaces are two curves z
h1 x and z
u represents the Fourier transform of acoustic pressure, and κ is called wavenumber. We
also assume that the problem is range independent i.e., wavenumber and interfaces are
independent of x for x  0 and x  L, that is,

h1 x

h2 x

κx, z

⎧
⎨h1,0 ,

x  0,

⎩h

x  L,

⎧
⎨h2,0 ,

x  0,

⎩h

x  L,

1,∞ ,

2,∞ ,

⎧
⎨κ0 z,

x  0,

⎩κ z,
∞

x  L.

The boundary conditions on the top and the bottom are supposed as u|z
The interface conditions mean that
lim ux, z

z → h1 x−

∂ux, z
1
lim
ρ1 z → h1 x− ∂n
lim − ux, z

z → h2 x

∂ux, z
1
lim
ρ2 z → h2 x− ∂n

2.2

0

0 and u|z

D1

0.

lim ux, z,

z → h1 x

1
∂ux, z
,
lim
ρ2 z → h1 x ∂n
lim  ux, z,

2.3

z → h2 x

∂ux, z
1
,
lim
ρ3 z → h2 x ∂n

where n is a normal vector of the interface z
h1 x or z
h2 x Figure 1. If there is
no wave
coming
from
∞,
the
exact
boundary
condition
radiation
condition at x
L is

√
2
2
ux i ∂z  κ∞ zu, where i
−1 and the square root operator is defined in 28.
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Figure 1: Sketch map of a waveguide in ocean acoustics.

We will concentrate on solving the equation for 0  x  L since the Helmholtz
equation can be easily solved by separable variable method for x  0 or x  L. If there
are no waves
boundary condition radiation condition at x L
 coming from ∞, the exact
√
2
2
i ∂z  κ∞ zu, where i
−1 and the square root operator is defined in 28.
is ux
The simplest boundary condition at x
0 is u
u0 z for a given function u0 z. Here,
the dividable assumption is also imposed although it is not necessary 7, there exists one
horizontal straight line z D0 between the interfaces h1 x and h2 x. We suppose that there
is an unique solution for 2.1 with the boundary conditions and interface conditions.
The forward problem of 2.1 is to find received wave at x L from the incident wave
at x 0. Whereas, in the inverse boundary value problem or the Cauchy problem presented,
the incident wave at x
0 needs to be computed from the received wave at x
L. Here,
except the radiation condition
∂u
|x
∂x


i ∂2z  κ2∞ zu,

L

2.4

dirichlet type boundary condition
u

uL z

2.5

is imposed. Together with the top, bottom, and interfaces conditions, we seek the solution
u0, z at x 0 from the imposed boundary conditions at x L.
Since the Helmholtz equation under consideration is in a range-dependent stratified
waveguide with some curved interfaces, to flatten the curved interfaces of the dependent
waveguide, we perform an analytic local orthogonal transform 31–35 in this study, and the
numerical transform 7 is another possible option.
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By flattening the stratified waveguide with two curved interfaces through coordinate
transformation, 2.6 is expected to be transformed as
 zVzz  βx,
 zVz  γx,
 zV
Vxx  αx,

0,

2.6

and details can be referred in 34.

3. Numerical Algorithm
This section reorganizes the operator form of the IFOMM for inverse boundary value
problems in multilayered waveguide firstly. An error estimation for the IFOMM is then
provided to discuss its properties. In the end, the forward fundamental operator marching
method 28, 29, 31–33 FFOMM for forward problems is also briefly reviewed for the sake
of the comparison with IFOMM.
L,
Let {sj } be a partition of the interval 0, L, that is, 0 s0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sp
where the solutions are required. Consider also the refined partition x : 0 x0 < x1 < x2 <
· · · xs−1 < xs < xs1 < · · · < xm L, with {sj }  {xs }, p  m, j 0, 1, 2, . . . , p, s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m.
Let Qs and Ys be the approximations of Q and Y at xs , respectively, denote range step size
τ xs1 − xs . The forward problem computes the solutions required in {sj } from the incident
wave at x
0 to x
L. On the contrary, the Cauchy problem computes the solutions at
required places from received wave at x L to the incident wave at x 0.

3.1. IFOMM
The DtN operator Q and the fundamental operator Y are defined by
Vx
V L, ·

QxV,


3.1

Y x;
 LV x,
 ·.

3.2

By substituting 3.1 into 2.6 and diﬀerentiating 3.2 with respect to x,
 the equations for Q
and Y are obtained as
dQ
dx



−Q2 − α∂2z  β∂z  γ ,
dY
dx

3.3
3.4

−Y Qx.


The DtN operator Q in range-independent region, that is, x  L, satisfies the analytic
“initial” conditions
QL


i αL, z∂2z  γL, z

if there are no waves coming from ∞, and Y satisfies Y L, L

3.5
I.
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Equation 2.6 on the interval xs−1 , xs  is approximated by their midpoint values at
xs−1/2 xs−1  xs /2. We have the following operator marching scheme in sj−1 , sj sj−1 <
xs  sj 
B


αx,
 z∂2z  βx,
 z∂z  γx,
 z|x
P

Q  iB−1 −Q  iB,
R

Qs−1
Ys−1

xs−1/2 ,

3.6

eiτB P eiτB ,

iBI − RI  R−1 ,
Ys I  P eiτB I  R−1 .

For derivation details, we refer to 29, 31. For simplicity, the shorthand notation
OperatorMarching Qs , Ys ; Qs−1 , Ys−1 

3.7

is used to represent the operator marching process 3.6.
The inverse fundamental operator marching method can be described as follows.
Algorithm 1 IFOMM.
Step 1. OperatorMarching Qs1 , Ys1 ; Qs , Ys , where s
Step 2. If xs

si i

Step 3. Let uxs , ·

p, . . . , 1, 2, solve Ys Vs

m, m − 1, . . . , 0.

V L, · by TSVD, i

i − 1.

Wxs , ·Vs .

Step 4. If xs1 , xs  x1 , x0 , end the program, else let s

s − 1 and repeat Step 1.

Generally, the L-curve method 36 is used to determine the regularization parameter
with which the TSVD can work smoothly. In fact, the L-curve criterion is not really used
in the marching computing since only propagating modes can determine the waves after
a long-range propagating, which gives rise to choose the number of propagating modes
as the regularization parameter for the TSVD. And it has been verified that the parameter
determined by the L-curve method is just the number of propagating modes in the waveguide
23.

3.2. Error Estimation
The error estimation for the IFOMM is provided firstly. Based on the estimation, the
utilization scope of the method in stratified waveguides is analyzed.
From the operator marching process 3.6, we have
Ys−1   Ys  · I  Ps  · eiτBs · I  Rs −1 ,

3.8
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where Ps , Rs , Bs , and so forth represent the corresponding operators in interval xs−1 , xs ,
 ·   · 2 .
Then, recurse the formula 3.8 and notice that Ym I, I2 1
m

Ys−1  

 I  Pj  I  Rj

−1

m

·

j s

eiτBj .

3.9

e−iτBj .

3.10

j s

In the same way, there is also
m

−1

Ys−1

−1

 I  Pj

m

 I  Rj  ·

j s

j s

According to 3.2, there are
Ys−1 · Vs−1
Vs−1

Vm ,

3.11

−1
Ys−1
· Vm .

3.12

By taking norm to 3.12 and utilizing3.10
−1
 · Vm 
Vs−1   Ys−1

m

 I  Pj

−1

I  Rs  ·

j s

m

e−iτBj  · Vm .

3.13

j s

Suppose that Vm be polluted and Vs−1 be obtained by 3.12, we have


−1
Ys−1
· Vm − Vm

Vs−1 − Vs−1

3.14

from 3.12 and
Vs−1 − Vs−1  

m

 I  Pj

−1

 I  Rj  ·

j s

according to 3.10. If es−1

m

e−iτBj  · Vm − Vm 

3.15

j s

Vs−1 − Vs−1 , em

Vm − Vm , we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let em Vm − Vm be the initial measurement error, then, the resulting errors of the
IFOMM solution Vs−1 at x sj−1 , es−1 Vs−1 − Vs−1 will satisfy
es−1  

m
j s

 I  Pj

−1

 I  Rj  ·

m

e−iτBj  · εm .

3.16

j s

Corollary 3.2. For weakly range-dependent stratified waveguides, if there exist a constant C, subject

−1
1, 2, . . . , m, the IFOMM is stable.
to m
j s I  Pj  I  Rj   C, with s

8
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Proof. In weakly range-dependent waveguides, the reflection waves are very weak which
leads to Ps  ≈ 0 and Rs  ≈ 0. For a grid which approximates the computed
domain and the PDE model enough accurately, there exists a positive constant C
m

−1
−1
maxs 1,2,...,m m
j s I  Pj  I  Rj  satisfies that
j s I  Pj  I  Rj   C, with
s 1, 2, . . . , m. For an m  1 points discretization along range direction, we have

es−1   C

m

e−iτBj  · em 

3.17

j s

from 3.16.
The operators Bj j
m, m − 1, . . . , 1 are truncated by the number of propagating
modes, the eigenvalues left for the truncated system are positive real which gives rise to
e−iτBj 2 1. Thus,
es−1   Cem .

3.18

When the reflections for every mode are weak in the waveguide, the constant C will be small
for a enough slim grid. Thus, the IFOMM is stable.
A more slim grid may approximate the original problem certainly, while in the
same time, it may also amplify the initial errors if the number of discrete points in range
direction tend to the infinite. Since large-range step method is used to discretize the computed
domain for slowly varied waveguides and overdense grid is of no need for obtaining
required accuracy, the IFOMM is stable in weakly range-dependent waveguides without
much reflections according to the corollary.
The theorem gives two major factors which aﬀect the IFOMM solutions of 2.6 greatly.
One is to choose correct number for truncating the linear systems, the other is that the
reflection in the waveguide can not be very strong. Strong reflection may lead to a very large

−1
−1
C maxs 1,2,...,m m
j s I  Pj  I  Rj  in 3.18, since every I  Pj   can be very large.

3.3. Interface Conditions and Matrix Approximation
The formulas in 3.6 have to be further discretized with matrices replacing the operators
29, 32. The interface and boundary conditions are important in the discretization.
Corresponding to the interface and boundary conditions of 2.1, we need to consider the
interface and boundary conditions for the improved Helmholtz equation 2.6. Details can be
referred in 34.
Furthermore, we approximate the operator
Bx,
 z

 z∂z  γx,
 z
αx,
 z∂2z  βx,

by an N × N tridiagonal matrix Ax.
 Details can be referred in 32.

3.19
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3.4. FFOMM
Let the DtN operator Q and the fundamental operator Y satisfy
Vx

QxV,


V x , ·

 ·.
Y x;
 x V x,

3.20

By substituting 3.20 into 2.6, formulas for Q and Y can be derived analogously. Using
the operator marching scheme 3.6 for the FFOMM from x L to x 0, its fundamental
operator Y sj ; sj1  can be determined. For more details, we refer to 28. The FFOMM can be
written as the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2 FFOMM.
Step 1. OperatorMarchingQs1 , Ys1 ; Qs , Ys , where s
Step 2. If xs

si i

p, . . . 2, 1 Save Ys , i

Step 3. If xs1 , xs  / x1 , x0 , s
Step 4. Load Ysi , V si , ·
Step 5. Load uxs , ·

m, m − 1, . . . , 0.

i − 1 and reset Ys

I.

s − 1 repeat Step 1, else go to Step 4.

Ysi Vsi−1 .

Wxs , ·Vs .

Step 6. If xs1 , xs  xm , L, end the program, else let s

s  1 repeat Step 1.

If similar error analysis of the IFOMM is applied to the FFOMM, similar result can
be obtained. The conditions on which the Helmholtz equation can be exactly solved by the
FFOMM also demand that the reflection of the propagating modes be small in the waveguide.

4. Numerical Example
A typical numerical example in ocean acoustics is provided here to examine the IFOMM for
solving Cauchy problems in stratified waveguides.
Example 4.1. Let

κ

⎧
⎪
16,
⎪
⎪
⎨
0.7 × 16,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0.2 × 16,

0 < z < h1 x,
h1 x < z < h2 x,

4.1

h2 x < z < D1 ,

with L 10, n 30, D0 1.5, H 2.5, D 3, D1 4, N 400, ρ1 1, ρ2 1.7, ρ3
2
2
2.7, δ 0.025, h1 x 1−ε1 e−σ1 x/L−1/2 , h2 x H −ε2 e−σ2 x/L−1/2 , ε1 ε2 0.1, σ1
σ2 10, 0  z  4, 0  x  10, where N is the number of points to discretize the z variable,
n is the number to truncate the N × N matrices that approximate the operators arising in the
marching process 32.
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Figure 2: The received wave uL, z of Case 1.

L

Suppose incident wave u0 at x
0 is VN−9 Case 1: the tenth propagation mode at
L
x L and VN Case 2: the first propagation mode at x L, respectively, reconstruct the
incident wave.
The numerical example takes the incident wave at x
0 as the reference solution
for the IFOMM solution. Although varied range step size considering the character of the
range-dependent waveguide is more reasonable, we will choose constant range step size for
simplicity. The solutions are computed with a large range step size τ 1/8 m 80. As the
numerical test shows, the reasonably accurate reformulated solutions are already obtained
for τ 1/8.
In practice, the available data is usually contaminated by measurement errors, and the
stability of the numerical method is of vital importance for obtaining physically meaningful
results. To this end, the simulated noisy data generated by
um

v1 , v2 , . . . , vn0  Re χm 1  εζ1   i lm χm 1  εζ2 ,

j

1, 2, . . . , N,

4.2

is used to impose on the received wave um
uxm , z, where v1 , v2 , . . . , vn0  is the
eigenvectors corresponding to the propagating modes of the operator 3.19 at x
L and
n0 is the number of propagating modes, um v1 , v2 , . . . , vn0  · χm , χm is an n0 -dimensional
vector, ζ1 and ζ2 are normally distributed random variables with zero mean and unit standard
deviation, respectively, and ε dictates the level of data noise which represents the ratio of
noise energy to data energy in 2-norm. The random variable ζ1 and ζ2 are realized by using
the Fortran function of IMSL library DRNNOF.
Figures 2 and 5 denote the received waves uL, z of Case 1 and 2, respectively. Figures
3 and 6 give the reconstructed incident waves u0, z which are computed by the IFOMM
with TSVD where regularization parameter is chosen as 10 the number of the propagation
modes in the waveguide. As indicated by Figures 3 and 6, the regularization solution u0, z
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Figure 3: Comparison with u0, z of Case 1 for the exact incident wave and the solution obtained by
IFOMM.
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Figure 4: Comparison with u0, z of Case 1 for the solution obtained by IFOMM with no noise and 5%
noise.

computed by the IFOMM is in good agreement with the exact incident wave u0 . As shown by
the solutions obtained with noise level ε 5% in Figures 4 and 7, the reconstruction remains
very stable despite the high noise level. The performance of the IFOMM for the two diﬀerent
incident waves of Cases 1 and 2 verifies that the proposed algorithm is eﬃcient, accurate,
and stable for the incident waves.
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Figure 5: The received wave uL, z of Case 2.
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Figure 6: Comparison with u0, z of Case 2 for the exact incident wave and the solution obtained by
IFOMM.

5. Conclusion
The IFOMM developed in one-layered waveguides is applied to solve inverse boundary
value problems associated with the Helmholtz equation in stratified waveguides. Numerical
example demonstrates that the IFOMM can be used to compute inverse boundary problems
in the stratified waveguides successfully. The scope of the IFOMM’s application is then
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Figure 7: Comparison with u0, z of Case 2 for the solution obtained by IFOMM with no noise and 5%
noise.

discussed based on an error estimation for the marching scheme. The estimation gives a
quantitative estimate of error propagation and shows that IFOMM can only be applied
in waveguides where reflection is not strong. In further, the theorem also reveals that the
errors may be cumulated greatly in some special circumstances when the grid becomes
excessive fine. Numerical examples indicate that the IFOMM is computationally eﬃcient,
highly accurate, and stable with respect to the noise in the data for the propagating part of a
starting field when the computing domain is long and complex.
There are several further studies related to the IFOMM for solving the Cauchy
problems. Firstly, although the IFOMM only considers two-dimensional problems in its
current form, the scheme is easily extended to problems in three-dimensional space under
cylindrical coordinates, and it can also be extended to solve wave propagation under threedimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Secondly, when the number of propagating modes
varies with the range direction frequently, which is corresponding to some of propagating
modes that are totally reflected, whether the IFOMM or FFOMM can be applied through
some improvements of them in such waveguides, and how to improve the methods? At least,
the parameters for truncating the systems are a little more diﬃcult to be determined. Thirdly,
the estimation for error propagation may be improved through more detailed analysis.
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